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Five Hong Kong rock superstars combine
their musical powers in HK Band Live In Genting
The concert brings Joey Tang, Paul Wong, Danny Summer, Pal Sinn and Jun
Kung together for the first time ever in Malaysia
Genting Highlands, 28 June 2018 – Nostalgia is a great force, and newly-formed Hong Kong
rock band HK Band offers that powerful appeal in spades. The five members of the band are
not fresh faces, but legendary names that defined and redefined the Hong Kong rock scene
in the 1980s and 1990s – Joey Tang, Paul Wong, Danny Summer, Pal Sinn and Jun Kung. The
charismatic quintet performed together for the first time this year at the Hong Kong
Coliseum in two sold-out concerts on June 7 and 8, and will be bringing their electrifying
musical energy to Malaysia for the first time ever at Resort World Genting’s Arena of Stars
on October 6, 2018 in the HK Band Live In Genting concert.
Each of HK Band’s members is a superstar in his own right in the Hong Kong music scene.
Joey Tang was one of the first pioneers of Hong Kong rock, starting his first band Trinity in
1979 and joining Tai Chi as guitarist in 1985, a band that rocketed to fame overnight.
Beyond his frontman career, Tang also works as a producer, composer and guitarist for
many other Hong Kong singers. Also from the same Hong Kong Band-Booming era is Paul
Wong, the lead guitarist of Beyond, who also served as the band’s songwriter and vocalist.
Known for their enduring hit Boundless Ocean, Endless Sky, Wong has also charted his own
solo career and formed a band named Hann with fellow HK Band musician Jun Kung.
Jun Kung himself is a legendary drummer in Hong Kong, having performed in the touring
bands for Jacky Cheung, Eason Chan, Faye Wong, Sandy Lam and Karen Mok, among others,
as well as pursuing a solo singing career with four well-received albums and as a movie
soundtrack composer. Pal Sinn is better known as an actor, but began his career as the
bassist for rock band Blue Jeans and has maintained his close connections with the Hong
Kong rock scene over the decades. Rounding up the quintet is Danny Summer – the Father
of Hong Kong Rock’n’Roll – who arguably created the territory’s rock scene with his 1979
debut album Childhood, and redefined it again with his covers album To Know Well.

The concert at Resorts World Genting promises to be a spectacle of surprise and
satisfaction, as the five musicians dive deep into their catalogues for fan favourite songs. At
the Hong Kong Coliseum concerts, HK Band moved between playing as group in classic songs
such as Tai Chi’s Every Sentence, indulging in electrifying solos in a cover of Deep Purple’s
Highway Star, to solo performances such as Jun Kung’s acoustic version of Within You’ll
Remain, originally by Hong Kong band Chyna. For fans of Hong Kong rock’s glory days, this
promises to be a night like no other.
HK Band Live In Genting will be held on October 6, 2018. Tickets are priced at RM938 (VIP),
RM728 (PS1), RM528 (PS2), RM348 (PS3), and RM198 (PS4), excluding RM3.80 processing
fee.
Genting Rewards Card (GRC) members enjoy a 10% discount when they purchase via
Genting Point Redemption or with cash or credit card. This is applicable for tickets of price
scale between VIP to PS3. Tickets for children are priced at RM50 for children below 95cm.
For more information, call +603 2718 1118 or visit www.rwgenting.com
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